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Race 1 - PRIX CARRUS -  1600m HCP. Purse EUR €55,000. 

1. FOREFRONT - Improved effort when 2L second over 1650m in a conditions race at Craon second up. 

Below par ninth on handicap debut here prior however. 

2. WOFF - Off the mark when winning by 3.5L in a maiden over this trip at Saint-Cloud 26 days ago. Strong 

claims on handicap debut. 

3. VADALIYA - Given a break since finishing 0.75L third over 1800m at Dieppe at the start of August. Notable 

contender. 

4. KALISKA - Failed to shine when 5.25L tenth over 1400m at Compiegne last month. Claims on her Deauville 

success over this same distance prior. 

5. ROMANOSA - Caught the eye when 1.5L third to a subsequent winner in a 1400m handicap at Compiegne. 

Step up in distance is no issue. 

6. QUARTZDARGENT - Good 0.5 second in a 1600m conditions race at Vichy in August. Claims switched to 

a handicap. 

7. AMEERA - 11L eleventh over 1400m here earlier this month. Needs to put that disappointment behind her. 

8. VENTS CONTRAIRES - Sixth beaten 2L over 1800m at Chantilly two weeks ago. Placed on both previous 

starts at this venue. 

9. MADISON AVENUE - Third tackling 1800m in a Chantilly handicap 33 days ago. Has won over this trip in 

the past. 

10. ALLEZ BARZA - Raced from off the pace when 1.5L third over 1400m at Compiegne 29 days ago. Noted 

on just his third start since moving to France. 

11. OASIS COVE - Fair 5.75L fourth over 1600m at Mont-de-Marsan sixteen days ago. Earlier efforts give 

him a chance. 

12. DENIA - Good 1.5L fourth over 1800m at Chantilly last month. Will need to be at her best to figure in the 

finish. 

13. KER WELEN - Third beaten 4L in a 1650m class two conditions race at Craon. Successful over 2000m in 

a maiden prior to that. 

14. IVERNA - Faded when 8.25L tenth over 1400m here early last month. Minor role likely. 

15. L'AIR DU TEMPS - Ended last spell with a 0.75L victory in a 1400m handicap at Le Lion-d'Angers in early 

August. Drop in trip appeared to suit that day. 

16. BIG RIVER - Making his handicap debut having disappointed when 24L fifth over 1400m in a Moulins 

maiden eleven days ago. Placed twice in maiden company prior. 

Summary: WOFF (2) can complete a double on handicap debut following a 3.5L triumph in a maiden over 
this trip at Saint-Cloud. Top chance. VADALIYA (3) makes the shortlist following a 0.75L third in an 1800m 
handicap at Dieppe. Strong claims following a break. KALISKA (4) enters calculations having won by 0.5L 
over 1400m at Deauville on her penultimate start. VENTS CONTRAIRES (8) is another to consider. Placed 
on both previous outings at this track. ROMANOSA (5) should not be dismissed. 

Selections 

WOFF (2) - VADALIYA (3) - KALISKA (4) - VENTS CONTRAIRES (8) - ROMANOSA (5) 
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Race 2 - PRIX DE LA FAISANDERIE -  1300m MDN. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. COMO TE LLAMAS - Debuted with an 8L seventh over 1300m in a Deauville newcomers race in August. 

Likely capable of better.  

2. ALBAMIA - Placed third when beaten 2L in a 1400m maiden at Vichy seventeen days ago. One to note.  

3. GOODNESS - Held 10L sixth over 1200m at Chantilly last month. Best watched.  

4. NIGHT'N GALE - Struggled in four previous starts including when 18L last of thirteen over 1950m at Le 

Mans at the start of this month. Others make more appeal.  

5. HYPNOTIZED - Fair 7.5L third in a 1300m conditions race at Craon seventeen days ago. Notable 

contender.  

6. STORMANIA - Improved on debut effort when 4.5L fourth over 1600m at Saint-Cloud just over three weeks 

ago. Dropping in distance.  

7. STE ADRESSE - Held 8.5L seventh over this trip in a newcomers race at Saint-Cloud last month. Others 

make more appeal.  

8. DOLCE ZEL - Struggled 16L fourteenth in a 1400m newcomers race at Dieppe in July. Improvement 

needed.  

9. SPARKLE ON - Improving with racing finishing runner-up when beaten a neck over 1400m at Compiegne 

29 days ago. Top chance.  

Summary: SPARKLE ON (9) may go one better than when a neck second in a 1400m maiden at Compiegne. 
Top claims for a good yard. ALBAMIA (2) can play a role in the finish following a 2L third over 1400m at Vichy. 
HYPNOTIZED (5) makes the shortlist after finishing a 7.5L third over this trip in a Class Two at Craon. 
STORMANIA (6) is also considered on the back of a 4.5L fourth in a 1600m maiden at Saint-Cloud. 

Selections 

SPARKLE ON (9) - ALBAMIA (2) - HYPNOTIZED (5) - STORMANIA (6) 
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Race 3 - PRIX DE LA BRECHE AUX LOUPS -  1300m MDN. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. BIG BOUNCE - Last of six when beaten 24L over 1400m at Saint-Cloud on debut. Best watched.  

2. GAYLOR SENORA - Promising 4.25L fourth over this trip at Deauville in August. Strong claims.  

3. NO TIME TO WAIT - Good 2.5L third in a 1200m maiden at Chantilly just under four weeks ago. Leading 

contender.  

4. MONDANGO - Failed to shine when 9.25L ninth in a 1600m newcomers race at Chantilly on debut. Others 

hold more obvious claims.  

5. SUPER KHALI - Placed on four of his six starts including when 1.25L third over 1400m at Chantilly at the 

end of last month. Top chance.  

6. IMPITOYABLE - Last of eight over 1200m in a Deauville newcomers race in early August. Likely capable 

of better.  

Summary: NO TIME TO WAIT (3) can register a victory on the back of a 2.5L third in a 1200m maiden at 
Chantilly. SUPER KHALI (5) may deliver a big effort wearing first time cheekpieces following a 1.25L third in 
a 1400m Chantilly maiden. GAYLOR SENORA (2) is considered having debuted with a 4.25L fourth over 
1300m at Deauville. IMPITOYABLE (6) could improve applying cheekpieces after finishing 8L last of eight 
attempting 1200m at Deauville on debut. 

Selections 

NO TIME TO WAIT (3) - SUPER KHALI (5) - GAYLOR SENORA (2) - IMPITOYABLE (6) 
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Race 4 - PRIX ERNEST LEROY -  2100m CL3 QUALIF HCP. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. ANECDOTIC - Held 12L tenth over 1900m at Chantilly AW 27 days ago. Others preferred.  

2. MABAWI - Down the field 29L eighth over this distance at Strasbourg earlier this month. Improvement 

required.  

3. ARGYRON - Supplemented for this having finished 3.5L second over 2400m at Chantilly last month. Bold 

show expected.  

4. CORDEY ROSE - Victorious by 1L over 2350m in a conditions race at Le Pin-au-Haras last weekend. 

Claims back in a handicap.  

5. SARON - Fair 8L fifth in a 1950m conditions race at Le Mans at the start of the month. Others hold more 

obvious claims.  

6. ALWAYS WELCOME - Failed to shine when 11L ninth over 2400m on the AW at Pornichet first up. Others 

preferred.  

7. REVENTADOR - Put a disappointing effort at Saint-Cloud behind him when 8L fourth over 2000m at Nancy 

eighteen days ago. Likely to find a few too good.  

8. CIPANGO - Making his seasonal debut when 3.25L fifth over 1800m at Chantilly 33 days ago. Improvement 

expected.  

9. AMAZING FILLY - Down the field 18L tenth over 2400m at Compiegne six days ago. Needs to put that 

effort behind her.  

10. RAJA LUNA - Good 3L third over this distance at Saint-Cloud just over three weeks ago. Leading 

contender.  

11. AMARHALEN - Fair 4.5L fifth in a 2200m claimer at Chantilly nine days ago. Capable of better.  

Summary: RAJA LUNA (10) can register a victory following a 3L third over this trip at Saint-Cloud. Top claims. 
ARGYRON (3) may show up well having been beaten 3.5L second at Chantilly. CORDEY ROSE (4) enters 
calculations. Won by 1L tackling 2350m at Le Pin-au-Haras. CIPANGO (8) is another to note following a 3.25L 
fifth attempting 1800m at Chantilly. Open to progress. 

Selections 

RAJA LUNA (10) - ARGYRON (3) - CORDEY ROSE (4) - CIPANGO (8) 
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Race 5 - PRIX DE LA FONTAINE NEUVE -  2000m HCP. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. APRES LA GUERRE - Fair 5.25L third in a six runner maiden over 2100m at Dax last month. Improvement 

required.  

2. TOP GLORY - Held 7.75L eighth over 1600m at Angers twelve days ago. Others hold more obvious claims.  

3. KING SUN - Good 5.5L third over 2400m at Vichy last month. Registered his first placed effort in ten career 

starts that day.  

4. ALWAYS VIV - Runner-up when beaten 0.5L at Strasbourg eleven days ago. Top chance.  

5. STORMY NIGHT - Promising 3L fourth over this trip at Saint-Cloud first up. Strong claims.  

6. NAOMIE - Fair 5.25L fifth over 2200m in a Moulins claimer in August. Supplemented for this race.  

7. NIPPER - Good 4L third over this distance at Saint-Cloud nine days ago. Bold showed expected.  

8. LIFE IS TOO SHORT - Failed to shine when 20L tenth over 2400m at Saint-Cloud last month. Others 

preferred.  

9. IT'S ON US - Twelfth two most recent starts including when beaten 12L over 1600m at Chantilly fifteen 

days ago. Minor role likely.  

10. SHI FU MI - 33 race maiden deliver a couple of good placed efforts prior to a 16L eighth in a 1950m claimer 

at Le Mans thirteen days ago.  

11. KING OF LEGO - Held 15L twelfth over 2000m at Saint-Cloud last month. Best watched.  

Summary: ALWAYS VIV (4) can go one better than when 0.5L second over 2350m at Strasbourg. Key chance 
in current form. STORMY NIGHT (5) enters calculations having finished 3L fourth over this trip at Saint-Cloud. 
NIPPER (7) may play a role in the finish after a 4L third in a 2000m handicap at Chantilly. Supplemented 
runner NAOMIE (6) is also considered with more to come on handicap debut. 

Selections 

ALWAYS VIV (4) - STORMY NIGHT (5) - NIPPER (7) - NAOMIE (6)  
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Race 6 - PRIX DE SAINT-NICOLAS -  1600m HCP. Purse EUR €28,000. 

1. AUTUMN TWILIGHT - Held 9.25L eighth over 1400m here eleven days ago. Others hold more obvious 

claims.  

2. SUMMER FLY - Fair 2.5L fifth over 1600m at Chantilly just over two weeks ago. Likely to find a few too 

good.  

3. QUIVIVEN - Fourth when beaten 1.75L over this distance at Chantilly just over two weeks ago. Strong 

claims.  

4. WHITE PLATIN - Faded when 6.25L fourth over 1400m at Vichy last month. Stamina to prove over this 

distance.  

5. PRINCESSE VERA - Out of form of late including when 8.75L eleventh in a 1400m claimer at Strasbourg 

just over a month ago. Best watched. 

6. L'IENISSEI - Midfield finish when 5.5L eighth over 1850m in a handicap here twelve days ago. Others 

preferred.  

7. HENOUVILLE - 2.25L fifth in a 1400m conditions race at Fontainebleau two weeks ago. Step forward 

required.  

8. KENNY - 1L third in a 1650m claimer at Craon last month. This looks a tougher affair.  

9. ROMANELLO - Runner-up when beaten 0.5L over this trip at Chantilly fifteen days ago. Bold show 

expected.  

10. MAGIC EDOUARD - Held 4L seventh over 1600m in a Fontainebleau claimer earlier this month. Minor 

role likely.  

11. LOU BALICOT - Placed third when beaten 1L over this distance at Chantilly fifteen days ago. Top chance.  

12. MEARAS STYLE - Faded late on when 3L seventh over this trip at Chantilly last month. Others hold more 

obvious claims. 

Summary: LOU BALICOT (11) can register a victory following a 1L third over this distance at Chantilly. 
Leading chance in current run of form. ROMANELLO (9) makes the shortlist having been beaten 0.5L when 
runner-up tackling this trip at Chantilly. QUIVIVEN (3) may play a role on the back of a 1.75L fourth attempting 
1600m at Chantilly. One to note under a top jockey. HENOUVILLE (7) is another to consider following a 2.25L 
fifth in a 1400m contest at Fontainebleau. SUMMER FLY (2) could place. 

Selections 

LOU BALICOT (11) - ROMANELLO (9) - QUIVIVEN (3) - HENOUVILLE (7) - SUMMER FLY (2) 


